
 
 

Sullivan County Purchasing        3411 Highway 126 – Ste. 201 

           Blountville, TN  37617-0569  

 ADDENDUM 1 

 

 To:  All Prospective Proposers 

 

 From:  Kristinia Davis, 

   Purchasing Agent 

 

 Re:  Re-bid Mobile Command Trailer 

 

 Subject: ITB #0428544-1(KD)  

    

 Date:   May 26, 2022 

 

This addendum is issued to provide answers to questions as of 5/26/22. It shall be considered as part of the 

contract subject to all the general conditions thereof, the same as if attached to and included in the original 

specifications. All items included in the addendum shall be covered in the Bid as submitted by the Contractor.  

  

1. Question: We use a solid wood cabinet with a laminate countertop on all of our builds.  Would that 

work in place of the thermofoil countertop and legno cabinets? 

 

 Answer: Yes, that would be acceptable. 

 

2. Question: The concept drawing shows a v-nose compartment, but it is not referenced in the specs. 

Would you like a v-nose compartment where the generator would be sitting in? 

 

 Answer: Yes, V-nose with generator sitting inside the V. 

 

3. Question: Is the generator gas or diesel? I do see the propane tank listed, but I will need clarification. 

 

 Answer: Prefer the generator to be propane fueled. 

 

4. Question: Thermofoil countertop and Legno cabinets are called out in the specs. Would an equivalent 

be acceptable? 

 

 Answer: Equivalent is acceptable. 

 

5. Question: Do you require an audio video distribution system? 

 



 Answer: Do not require an AV Distribution network. 

 

6. Question: What do you require in a communications network? 

 

 Answer: No requirement in communications network. 

 

7. Question: What type of vehicle will be pulling this trailer? 

 

 Answer: 1 ton diesel truck will typically be pulling the trailer. 

 

8. Question: On the exterior lighting package, would you like that to include LED Scene Lights? 

 

 Answer: We did not request exterior scene lights but can be included as an option. 

 

9. Question: The bid request states the following on the 11th line in the bid: “Smooth gel coat exterior 

siding seamless.” (We can not supply gel coat walls which are fiber/auto glass products used on RV 

type units.) However, three lines above the drawing states the following: “Aluminum or Fiberglass skin” 

Gelcoat is not available on Aluminum Skin. Would we accept 080-gauge screwless metal like picture 

attached? 

 

 Answer: Yes, that will be acceptable. 

 

 

Any questions regarding this Addendum, please contact Kristinia Davis at kris.davis@sullivancountytn.gov 
 

 

End of Addendum 1  
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